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[recommendations will be summarized here once finalized – two page limit] 82 

 83 

The Joint Task Force on Access to Quality Affordable Child Care (the Task Force) was 84 

established by House Bill 2346 (2019). 85 

 86 

The Task Force recommends the following to increase eligible families’ use of child care 87 

subsidies, as required by House Bill 2346: 88 

• 89 

• 90 

• 91 

 92 

The Task Force also recommends the following, to expand access to high-quality, 93 

subsidized child care for families that are not currently eligible for subsidized child care 94 

who cannot otherwise afford or access child care, as required by House Bill 2346: 95 

• 96 

• 97 

• 98 

 99 

The Task Force volunteers the following additional recommendations, not required by 100 

House Bill 2346: 101 

• 102 

• 103 

• 104 

 105 

https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/MeasureDocument/HB2346


 

Members of the Legislative Assembly may obtain a copy of the report from the 106 

Legislative Policy and Research Office’s website: [insert URL]. 107 

 108 

 109 
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BACKGROUND 126 

 127 

Creation 128 

 129 

The Joint Task Force on Access to Quality Affordable Child Care (the Task Force) was 130 

established pursuant to House Bill 2346, which was enacted during the 2019 regular 131 

legislative session. Given the large number of participants required by the measure, the 132 

appointments took some time to complete. Task Force formation was also delayed by the 133 

occurrence of the 2020 regular legislative session, and the ongoing worldwide pandemic 134 

outbreak of COVID-19. 135 

 136 

The Task Force convened its first meeting on April 29, 2020. Its members organized 137 

themselves, committed to an every-other-week regular meeting schedule, and 138 

immediately began the first of many discussions probing the relevancy of the originating 139 

legislation and its specific directives in light of the pandemic. The members met remotely 140 

only a total of 16 times over the course of eight months, but never in person. 141 

 142 

Mandate 143 

 144 

House Bill 2346 directed the Task Force to make recommendations to the legislature by 145 

December 31, 2020, to achieve the following: 146 

 147 

• to increase eligible families’ use of child care subsidies; and, 148 

 149 

• to expand access to high-quality, subsidized child care for families that are not 150 

currently eligible for subsidized child care who cannot otherwise afford or access 151 

child care. 152 

 153 

The measure further required specific consideration of the following items as the Task 154 

Force developed its recommendations: 155 

 156 

• Availability of high-quality child care providers that meet the needs of families, 157 

including culturally specific care and workable hours of operation. 158 

• Copayments. 159 

• Burdensome administrative practices and requirements. 160 

• Reimbursement rates. 161 

• Economic stability of families receiving child care subsidies. 162 

• Access to professional development and quality supports. 163 

• Access to child care that allows parents to work and provides positive development 164 

opportunities for children. 165 

 166 

[links and roadmap here] 167 

 168 
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PROCESS 169 

 170 

The Task Force agreed to free itself from blind adherence to the allow for flexibility and 171 

deviation from the directives contained in the originating legislation as appropriate to 172 

accommodate pandemic-related discussions, participant’s spontaneous suggestions, 173 

and other ad hoc changes in emphasis or direction. A loose and flexibleadaptable work 174 

plan was developed to that end; COVID-19 updates were incorporated at the beginning 175 

of almost every meeting; and the Task Force sought feedback from both the Governor’s 176 

office and Legislative branch leadership regarding its utility, best use, and potential shift 177 

in focus. The Task Force also extended the deadline for receipt of a report on child care 178 

supply/demand and barriers to subsidies, from June 30th (as required by the originating 179 

legislation) to September 30th. A small library of reference materials accumulated 180 

[Appendix __], and the Legislative Fiscal Office was asked to survey materials relevant 181 

to economic recovery and economic development, and to provide an economist’s 182 

perspective on the connection between child care and Oregon’s economic recovery. 183 

 184 

ACTIVITY 185 

 186 

The Task Force moved through a wide variety of presentations and information, including: 187 

overviews of the general child care landscape in Oregon and other states, both 188 

pre-pandemic and ongoing; receipt of a December 2019 report required by the originating 189 

legislation on existing child care subsidy programs required by the originating legislation;1 190 

the economics of child care; Oregon’s revenue forecasts; the merits of developing a 191 

problem statement, and / or guiding principles, and / or short and long-term plans; 192 

proposed investments to meet immediate child care needs; provider experiences and 193 

perspectives; parent perspectives; the needs of vulnerable populations; equity 194 

considerations; governance models in other states; subsidy administration in other states; 195 

regional collaborations within Oregon; receipt of a September 2020 reports on the supply 196 

of and demand for child care and on the barriers to accessing existing child care subsidies 197 

as required by the originating legislation; and shared-services models for child care 198 

businesses.[add as appropriate from October, November, December; insert links]. 199 

 200 

Some novel impediments arose as a function of meeting only by phone and video, not 201 

only with regard to Task Force connectedness and communications, but also with report 202 

drafting. With only a handful of meeting dates remaining by late September, the Task 203 

Force attempted to organize itself into small groups to expedite development of feedback 204 

and suggestions for discussion and consideration by the larger group, as follows: 205 

 206 

Governance – including regulatory schemes, oversight, controlling agency or 207 

agencies, administration 208 

 209 

1. Brenda Comini 210 

2. Dana Hepper 211 

3. Regan Gray 212 

 
1  
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4. Marie Simonds 213 

5. Celese Williams 214 

6. Miriam Calderon 215 

 216 

Child Care Workers – including wages, career progression, training and 217 

continuing education 218 

 219 

1. Jenny Lee 220 

2. Josie Emmrich 221 

3. Elanna Yalow 222 

4. Yolanda Morales 223 

5. Natalie Jackson 224 

6. Miriam Calderon 225 

 226 

Funding / Cost – including subsidies, copays, funding sources / financing, 227 

affordability 228 

 229 

1. Brenda Comini 230 

2. Dana Hepper 231 

3. Regan Gray 232 

4. Dan Huan 233 

5. Elanna Yalow 234 

6. Ron Herndon 235 

 236 

Child Care Providers – including start-up barriers, administrative barriers, 237 

reimbursement 238 

 239 

1. Marie Simonds 240 

2. Josie Emmrich 241 

3. Natalie Jackson 242 

4. Yolanda Morales 243 

5. Celese Williams 244 

6. Dan Huan 245 

 246 

Small group activity was not uniform or equal across groups or across participants: some 247 

groups organized multiple meetings while others did not; some participants attended 248 

multiple meetings, while other participants did not. Written feedback provided by small 249 

groups can be found at Appendix ___ . 250 

 251 

 252 

  253 
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 254 

 255 

key, roughly 256 

 257 

green = staff notations 258 

 259 

orange = small group on child care businesses 260 

 261 

mustard = small group on funding 262 

 263 

purple = small group on governance 264 

 265 

blue = in-meeting discussion on 11/03 small group on child care 266 

workers  267 

 268 

red = track changes 269 

 270 

 271 

 272 

GOALS 273 

 274 

Oregon’s child care system should provide equitable access to developmentally 275 

appropriate, culturally relevant and inclusive child care for children and families across 276 

race, ethnicity, language, geography, disability, and income levels. 277 

 278 

For children and families, Oregon’s child care assistance programs should be a: 279 

- Affordable, a 280 

- Accessible (culturally relevant, inclusive, offering thed types of care needed/wanted 281 

whenthe hours needed and in the preferred child careCC setting 282 

prefered), e 283 

- Easy to navigate (for enrollment and coordination for those using multiple programs), 284 

and should s 285 

- Support child development. 286 

- Provide access to the types of care needed/wanted 287 

 288 

Oregon’s child care system should beis universal, equitable, and truly works for all our 289 

families. 290 

 291 

 292 
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FINDINGS 293 

 294 
The System.  295 
 296 
Oregon’s child care system is failing. It is chronically underfunded. Quality care is not uniformly 297 
available or affordable. Oregon’s children, parents, providers, and communities – particularly 298 
those that are already marginalized or disadvantaged – as well as Oregon’s employers, 299 
economy and education system are all adversely impacted. 300 
 301 

System gaps cause disparities by race/ethnicity, language, geography, disability, and 302 

income, and these disparities compoundlayer (i.e., barriers are greater system gaps if 303 

you are Native American and live in remote, rural Oregon). (OSU Child Care Studies.2) 304 

Achieving the abovesystem goals areis necessary for Oregon’s children, parents, child 305 

care providers, and the economy. 306 

 307 

Public financing for child care is required to enable the achievement of the goals stated 308 

above; to ensure quality, affordability, and availability statewide. (Landmark 309 

Transforming the Financing of Early Care and Education report from the National 310 

Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine.) has made this point well-311 

established. 312 

 313 

Immediate preparation in the form of centralized governance is necessary in advance of 314 

public investment to ensure the most efficient and effective administration, in order to 315 

maximize the benefit. Long term goal: 316 

Our long term goal is 317 

 318 

- ensure Oregon’s child care system is universal, equitable, and truly works for all our 319 

families. 320 

 321 

Problems: 322 

 323 

Problem #1: Bifurcated gGovernance is confusing and inefficient..  324 

ELD regulates child care, implements strategies to increase supply of quality care and 325 

administers PreSchool Promise, Oregon Pre-K Head Start and Baby Promise. However, 326 

tThe state’s largest child care program, Employment-Related Day Care (ERDC), and 327 

Inclusive Partners are both administered byhoused in the Department of Human 328 

services (ODHS), while the Early Learning Division (ELD) (within the Department of 329 

Education) regulates child care, implements strategies to increase the supply of quality 330 

care, and administers PreSchool Promise, Oregon PreK Head Start, and Baby Promise 331 

programs. This is confusing to parents and providers, especially those enrolled in 332 

multiple child care programs, and makes it impossible to enact a coordinated child care 333 

purchasing/spending and policy strategy that builds up the financial stability of the 334 

sector and increases equitable supply and affordability of child care for families. 335 

Inclusive Ppartners3, funded by Child Care and Development Block Grants (CCDBGs) 336 

 
2  
3  
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and often embedded in child care resource and referral entities (CCR&Rs or 211) (also 337 

in ELD), assists child care providers serving children experiencing high needs. Co-338 

housing all child care programs together wouldwill create better communication with 339 

providers and parents. In addition, ELD is in the Department of Education (ODE), not in 340 

a stand -alone agency. This poses challenges as ELDthe Division is reliant upon ODE 341 

for administrative and other functions such as human resourcesHR, engagement in the 342 

Governor’s budget and& policy development process, budgeting, ITinformation 343 

technology development, etc., services that These are essential services for ELD to 344 

achieve itsmeet their mission. 345 

 346 

Problem #2: Inadequate Necessary dData about the real-time supply of and need for 347 

child care is not current, not useful, and its collection and maintenance is cumbersome 348 

and inefficient. System. 349 

Data collection onInformation about the supply of child care is collected manually 350 

collected through CCR&Rs and self-reported by child care providers through emails or 351 

over the phone. This results in labor -intensive data collection to maintain a list of 352 

current available openings and monitor equitable supply across the state. When 353 

assisting families looking for childfinding care, 211 gathers information from families 354 

them and provides general referrals but no navigation assistance, and they areis limited 355 

in their capacity to serve multiple languages and geographically diverse requests. 356 

Overall, the information they gather from parents is limited and does not include 357 

demographics. In addition, we havethere is a network of unlicensed or unregulated 358 

providers with no reporting mechanisms that are not captured, therefore we so Oregon 359 

hasve no idea how many childrenkids receive care in informal settings. On the demand 360 

side, Oregonwe hasve no verifiable way to collect data on the number of parents 361 

needing/looking for care and no way to measure the demand by provider type or 362 

characteristics of child care settings. OregonWe currently uses American Community 363 

Survey (ACS) and cCensus data to guess the level of demand. Without a better data 364 

system, it is difficult to help parents find child care providers with openings or make 365 

strategic investments to increase supply in areas of need. There is also a need for 366 

better enrollment/eligibility systems and payment systems for child care assistance 367 

programs. Current systems (legacy, DPU4 and ONE5 eligibility) still limit the agency 368 

administering ERDC program administration from implementing best policies for 369 

providers and parents. 370 

 371 

Children. -  372 

 373 

A child’s early years are critical to their physical, cognitive and socio-emotional 374 

development. Yet, affordable quality child care (that does not exceed seven percent of a 375 

household’s income) does not exist for most families unless/until substantial public 376 

investment begins (when school starts for children at age 5). Access is also starkly 377 

inequitable: Black and Latinx communities, parents of children with disabilities, 378 

low-income families, and those living in rural areas have even greater difficulty obtaining 379 

care for their young ones. Child development is not supported across all child care 380 

 
4 data processing unit 
5 integrated eligibility project, https://www.oregon.gov/DHS/ABOUTDHS/DHSBUDGET/2015201 
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settings. - Adequate The supply of child care across the state for all ages and types of 381 

care needed is not sufficient. Quality child care is what makes a difference in the 382 

trajectory of child development and effectively supports parent work, college, and other 383 

essential activities. We shouldn’t let A lack of funding now for the a system we 384 

envisioned for the future does not excuse failures to stop us from makeing needed 385 

improvements to child care in Oregon. We should take the opportunity to build a strong 386 

child care system that is worthy of and ready for significant investment. Failing to 387 

support early childhood development at the front end deprives children of equal 388 

opportunity, at minimum, and at worst: deprives them of their own future, their own 389 

potential, while substantially increasing societal costs on the back end. 390 

 391 

Child Care BusinessesProviders.  392 

 393 

The Increased supply of providers in all communities across the state, providing the 394 

care that those communities need, is not sufficient.6 395 

 396 

Oregon’s system of child care is decentralized. Governance is bifurcated, inefficient, 397 

and confusing for parents and providers. There are significant barriers for providers to 398 

start-up or sustain operations – it is a month-to-month struggle with no operating capital 399 

to spare, no ability to be flexible in support of children and parents, and no cushion to 400 

weather setbacks or difficulty of any kind. 401 

 402 

Child care governance and funding is split across multiple agencies with different 403 

missions and priorities.7 404 

 405 

Child care businesses do not have - Ffinancial stability for providers, ora business 406 

models that works, or& tuition rates that cover the actual / true cost of care. 407 

 408 

Child care businesses operate on razor thin margins. (Pratt, Study C.) 409 

 410 

Current payment practices (in Direct Pay Unit8) create financial challenges for providers. 411 

(Pratt, Study C.) 412 

 413 

Providers set tuition rates based on what parents can afford, not what the true cost of 414 

providing care is. Uncollected parent copays are a financial burden on providers. (Pratt, 415 

Study C.) 416 

 417 

There is misalignment between licensure requirements and the cost of providing quality 418 

child care with Oregon’sour per-child funding/financing approach. Essentially, child 419 

carethe businesses of child care providers often canno’t balance their budgets.  420 

 421 

Problem #3: Layers of Regulations. 422 

 
6  
7  
8  
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Sstate and local regulations are inconsistent and enforced by various authorities. Not 423 

having one clearing house for CCchild care businesses and licensing regulation creates 424 

barriers for providers to start or maintain theirviable businesses. Child care businesses 425 

must navigate numerous regulatory bodies to start a new child care setting. Local and 426 

state governments and other state agencies add additional requirements that hinder 427 

businesses from opening (bus fees, zoning, Ffire Mmarshall, special use permits). This 428 

creates an unnavigable mess and disincentivizes supply -building. In addition, some 429 

licensing or regulatory standards in the Office of Child Care9 are difficult for our smaller 430 

communities to comply with and be financially sustainable, especially since they have a 431 

smaller employee pool to draw from. Providers report exemptions are inconsistently 432 

applied, . Aand background checks are inconsistent across child care settings. 433 

 434 

Oregon currently provides inconsistent support for child care providers to foster child 435 

development. 436 

 437 

Child Care Workers.  438 

 439 

Overview: The adults caring for and educating young children in child care settings are 440 

the single most important factor in the quality of that setting. Yet, state and federal 441 

funding have historically been insufficient to guarantee that those adults – henceforth 442 

referred to as the child care workforce – receive adequate compensation, working 443 

conditions that allow needs regarding economic, physical, and socioemotional well-444 

being to be met, and career pathways that facilitate access to education, training, and 445 

supports necessary to increase knowledge, skills, and degrees or credentials. 446 

Addressing these issues, along with recruitment and retention, will be key to ensuring 447 

Oregon’s children and families have access to a child care system that meets their 448 

needs.  449 

 450 

Child care workers have no clear career path or professional progression and are paid 451 

poverty wages. Child care workers are required to deliver numerous services that 452 

parents cannot afford to pay for. 453 

 454 

Compensation: Child care workers are among the lowest paidpaid poverty wages, in our 455 

societyyet, they  and perform to do an incredibly valuable job and an essential service 456 

for children, parents, and society. (Pratt, Study C.) The majority of the child care 457 

workforce makes minimum wage; very few members of the child care workersforce 458 

have robust benefits; families cannot afford to pay the higher tuition needed in order to 459 

increase wages or benefits and current subsidy (ERDC) rates are not targeted toward 460 

supporting robust pay or benefits.  461 

 462 

Working conditions and supports: Child care jobs need to be good jobs, including 463 

predictable hours,  and support for sick leave, andas well as ensuring there are 464 

additional supports for child care workers in addressing the needs of children and 465 

families. 466 

 467 

 
9  
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Career pathways: Current career pathways are not supported with community-based 468 

training; current career pathwaysthey are unrealistic with; little to no support for formal 469 

education attainment; higher education programs are not accessible do not work for the 470 

current workforce; no articulated ways of advancing in one’s career; Family, Friend, and 471 

Neighbor care providers have little access to professional developmentPD.  472 

 473 

Recruitment and Retention: One-quarter of the workforce turns over annually, meaning 474 

that 25% of the workforce needs onboarding and new training annually; many programs 475 

cannot find staff that meet licensing requirements to hire. into  476 

 477 

Parents. - E 478 

 479 

There is no easy way for parents to find openings or forand providers to report 480 

openings. 481 

 482 

Eleven percent11% of families who are federally eligible for subsidized care actually get 483 

support, and even families who are above eligibility need help. 484 

 485 

Oregon relies more heavily on parent tuition and less on public financing than other 486 

states. (Pratt, Study B.) 487 

 488 

Average length of utilization of the current subsidy program has been 4 months. 489 

 490 

Seventy percent70% of child care financing comes from parents. The high cost of child 491 

care is prohibitive for many parents. Even parents who receive a subsidy have 492 

unaffordable co-pays in Oregon. (Pratt, Study C.) 493 

 494 

In recent years, Oregon has ended the biennium with a surplus in the Employment 495 

Related Day Care program even while most Oregon families cannot afford child care. 496 

The surplus is due to under-enrollment in the program caused by requirementsagency 497 

policy choices that create barriers for parent and provider participation. 498 

 499 

Parents can suffer lost wages, damaged or delayed career paths, and inhibited earning 500 

potential over time, affecting potential financial security and stability at retirement, as a 501 

result of unavailable, deficient, or unstable child care, that disproportionately impacts 502 

those who are already marginalized or disadvantaged, the worst. 503 

 504 

Employers and the Economy.  505 

 506 

Child care work allows all other work to happen. Child care is a linchpin – it is necessary 507 

– for economic recovery and economic growth. Oregon employers and Oregon’s 508 

economy suffer from lost productivity and job disruption that results from unavailable, 509 

deficient, or unstable child care. Failing to adequately support early childhood 510 

development at the front end, operates as a long-term drag on the economy, from the 511 

weight of substantially increased societal costs on the back end. Lack of affordable, 512 

accessible, quality child care has a ripple effect on theour whole economy. 513 
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 514 

COVID-19.  515 

 516 

The current worldwide Coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated the child care crisis. 517 

Without access to a sufficient supply of safe, affordable, quality child care, Oregonians 518 

will not be able to return to work; economic recovery will stall, worsen, or fail; and the 519 

future, the potential, of more and more children, will be deprived or damaged. 520 

 521 

RECOMMENDATIONS 522 

 523 

In this section, the Task Force has organized its top ten recommendations in order of 524 

priority from highest to lowest, followed by additional or more detailed recommendations 525 

broken-out by subject area. 526 

 527 

Top Ten Recommendations, from Highest to Lowest Priority 528 

 529 

[solicit members to create this section, to rank the recommendations they deem most 530 

important, per in-meeting discussion on November 3rd; or, organize each section below 531 

in order of priority; or both?] 532 

 533 

General 534 

 535 

Provide equitable access to developmentally appropriate, culturally relevant, and 536 

inclusive child care for children and families across race, ethnicity, language, 537 

geography, disability, and income. (like Raise Up Oregon10) in order to support:If we do 538 

this,  539 

 540 

• Child development will be better supported (tomorrow’s workforce of tomorrow), 541 

and 542 

• Oregon’s economy will have a better chance of recovering and businesses can 543 

find qualified workforce (today’s workforce of today). 544 

 545 

Prioritize the neediest, the most critical, the most vulnerable children and families first. 546 

 547 

Conduct a thorough review of regulations from the perspective of a self-supporting 548 

preschool to identify where there is room for relaxation or slack, particularly around hiring 549 

mothers in small communities, and the unworkability of age cutoffs. Consider relaxing or 550 

gradually relaxing regulations based on size. Consider allowing classrooms to combine. 551 

Consider a statewide pool of substitutes. 552 

 553 

Have local, centralized, child care regulation experts available to connect parents and 554 

providers, navigate licensing and other regulatory matters, and facilitate relationships. 555 

 556 
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Eliminate or significantly reduce delays in the receipt of subsidies. Eliminate or 557 

significantly reduce all administrative waiting periods – for subsidy payments, for 558 

paperwork – delays and waiting periods are financially detrimental. 559 

 560 

Make child care available at all other times for all other ages – not just K-12 age, during 561 

school hours, during academic years: off hours, before and after school hours, summer 562 

months., 563 

 564 

Make “211” appear at the top of any results generated by any internet search engine 565 

when individuals search for “child care.” 566 

 567 

Implement a “no wrong door” policy so that, to the extent possible, every time a parent 568 

interacts with a public entity – such as health care providers, schools, state agencies 569 

like the Department of Transportation or the Department of Human Services – there is a 570 

link to “211” or a question on an intake form that connects the parent with child care 571 

information. 572 

 573 

Use existing public buildings to provide child care for the most vulnerable families, 574 

especially on weekends and after hours. 575 

 576 

Require school districts to be more proactive on behalf of 5-12 year olds. 577 

 578 

Child Care Businesses 579 

 580 

a.Align reimbursement rates with the actual cost of care and pay upfront. Use an 581 

alternative method to determine Employment-Related Day Care (ERDC) rates that shift 582 

to a cost estimation that determines a rate based on the actual delivery of care rather 583 

than the based on current market rates. 584 

b.  585 

Eliminate or reduce parent copays. Permanently waive parent co-pays or revise how 586 

parent co-pays are determined with a specific focus to reduce the high co-pays in rural 587 

Oregon. 588 

c.  589 

Use contracted slots. Explore the expansion of contracted slots, such as those 590 

administered through Preschool Promise and Baby Promise11. The contracted slot 591 

payment could follow the child to whatever location is selected by the familiesy that are 592 

part of the network. 593 

d.  594 

Provide an automated, centralized web portal to access the ERDC system: for 595 

eligibility determinations, provider information, and payments, that enables 596 

communication between providers, parents and program staff. Access to child care 597 

should be centralized- one door access for families to find and receive assistance and 598 

for child care. 599 

- one door for providers to receive payments from the state, all through one access 600 

point. Explore piloting automated to provider-based child care management systems 601 
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(CCMS) so that ERDC billing can be electronically processed and tracked to increase 602 

efficiencies and simplify the process for families and child care programs. Also, 603 

automated systems will align referral availability of child care slots. This is possible by 604 

enabling open academic performance indexes (APIs) with software vendors (such as 605 

Wonderschool12) or creation of a secure, web-based Ddatabase Trust. 606 

e. Background checks are an essential component to ensuring the safety of children in 607 

child care settings.  608 

 609 

 610 

f. Embed supports for providers: including funding, for start up costs and business 611 

planning services - this needs to be shown as a profitable business in order to 612 

incentivize providers; co-learning opportunities; supports for providers that care for kids 613 

with special needs; embedding trauma practices and supports for families. 614 

g.  615 

 616 

 617 

- Reduce and eliminate barriers for child care businesses. Coordinated program 618 

administration for providers in multiple programs. - Make sStatewide and local 619 

regulationsory consistentcy to reduce barriers (timeliness, costs, streamline regulations 620 

to start up a business, and a regular review of child care licensing requirements and 621 

exemptions). Reduced barriers for opening and maintaining child care businesses, while 622 

protecting children’s health, safety, and development. 623 

 624 

i.  625 

Relax licensing requirements. Consider a regulatory review of licensing requirements 626 

with a focus on expanding access and ease of burden for providers to initiate a 627 

childcare business. 628 

 629 

Streamline background checks. An exploration of solutions is needed so that 630 

background checks are conducted in a timely process and are transferable across all 631 

education-related settings. This would not only enable a shared substitute pool but 632 

would also save time and money for all involved. 633 

 634 

Allow short-term substitutes. Consider allowing short-term substitutes that would 635 

enable a substitute to work without meeting the teacher requirements (modeled after the 636 

South Coast Education Service District that provides this approach for K-12 637 

substitutes13). 638 

h.  639 

Allow / credit on-the-job training. Embrace job-embedded professional development 640 

to enable training to occur on-site, under supervision, while working towards the teacher 641 

requirements. This builds on a state-of-the-art approach embraced by ECE leaders in 642 

the field of early childhood education, such as the Ounce of Prevention14, the University 643 
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of Chicago15, EarlyEdU at the University of Washington16, the Lastinger Center for 644 

Learning at the University of Florida17, and others.*Reimbursement rate being closer to 645 

the actual cost of care.*Payment upfront 646 

*Contracted slots 647 

*Lower parent copays 648 

*Automated central portal system for ERDC payments and communication between 649 

providers, parents and DHS staff 650 

*Keeping provider information at a central location 651 

*Continue allowing email of billing form for providers with some improvements, possibly 652 

uploading to a sharepoint system 653 

*ERDC eligibility process and connection with providers process 654 

For Child care providers, Oregon’s child care assistance programs should be 655 

- Not burdensome 656 

- Pay at levels that reflect true costs of operations (viable, sustainable business) 657 

- Assure fair wages for the workforce  658 

 659 

For Child care businesses, consistency and alignments such as: 660 

- Background checks should be aligned (or transferable) across child care 661 

programs/settings 662 

 663 

 664 

Convene an agency-led work group. Solution for Problem #3: Require the 665 

establishment of an agency-led work group with diverse stakeholders to review and 666 

Sstreamlined current child careCC business and licensing and regulation to reduce 667 

barriers and improve supports We recommend an agency-led workgroup with diverse 668 

stakeholders to review current business & licensing requirements and quality standards 669 

and recommend changes to reduce barriers. The workgroup should include parents 670 

who access child care (subsidy), child care providers who utilize child care subsidy, 671 

organizations thatwho advocate for child care subsidy with the state legislature and 672 

Congress, and individuals/organizations familiar with expertise in business, land use, 673 

and local government regulations that impact child care providers, and individuals with 674 

expertise on how other states have approached child care business regulation. A 675 

national expert or consultant could assist with facilitation. Within health, safety, and 676 

developmental needs for children, tThe goals of the workgroup should include:are (1)  677 

 678 

• Rreview of the licensing requirements for various CCchild care settings and 679 

communities around the state; (2)  680 

• Suggest statutorye law changes to create a single clearing house for child care 681 

businesses to start-upCC providers to set up their business in order to that 682 

reduces local regulations and multiple state agency approvals that are barriers to 683 

standing -up new businessesproviders; (3)  684 

• Aaligning background checks across programs that care for children; and,. (4)  685 

• Rreview quality improvement measures for child care providers. 686 
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 687 

Child Care Workers 688 

 689 

Pay fair wages that reflect the value of the essential service provided. Pay child 690 

care workers fair wages and support their professional development.   691 

 692 

- Better wages for the early childhood educationthis workforce will, elevateing their 693 

importance of our ECE workforce and compensateing them for theirat vital work. Higher 694 

wages results in better retention and better service delivery. 695 

 696 

• Strategic financing for the field needs to require or target increasing wages. 697 

o ERDC/ child care subsidy payments based on the cost of providing care, 698 

not market rates, and including a robust wage/benefit structure; 699 

o Utilizing contracting/grants for child care that include wage requirements,  700 

o Expanding salary scales into all child care programs funded with public 701 

dollars 702 

• In the short term, the use of contracts should be expanded to reach a living wage 703 

standards 704 

• Explore shared services models to increase ability to offer benefits to employees 705 

(e.g., insurance/retirement pools)  706 

• Ensure financing covers paid time off for professional learning 707 

Make child care jobs good, stable jobs. 708 

 709 

• Address intermittent scheduling – fix payment policies in subsidy (enrollment vs 710 

attendance) so that staff can be guaranteed hours/wages/benefits 711 

• Create a substitute pool – support paid leave, paid professional learning (pre-712 

service and in-service) 713 

• Establish a cadre of mental health consultation so child care providers can draw 714 

upon experts to support children and families who need support and referrals 715 

regarding mental and behavioral health issues 716 

Create career pathways.  717 

 718 

• Redesign career pathways in partnership with child care workforce and ensure 719 

Oregon Registry Online adapts to new career pathways 720 

• Work with higher education institutions to create programs that honor and count 721 

the experience of the current workforce,  respect BIPOC child care workers and 722 

address bias and racism in higher education programs 723 

• Create robust scholarships for new workers and those returning to school and 724 

ensure institutions provide access to programs that contain the supports that 725 

meet the physical, socioemotional, learning, and other practical needs of 726 

students (e.g., offer child care, funding for transportation) 727 

• Use technology to increase access to training/degree/credential programs  728 
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• Support the digital literacy, access to equipment for child care workers 729 

•  Increase the number, quality, and affordability of community-based trainings 730 

• Ensure that Family, Friend, and Neighbor care providers have access to relevant 731 

professional development for their context 732 

Increase retention and recruitment efforts.  733 

 734 

• Implement the above recommendations in compensation, working conditions, 735 

and career pathways in order to make the field a better place to work 736 

• Include workers in a design of a campaign about respect for the profession and 737 

the opportunities available (funding is available in ELD current professional 738 

learning funding through SSA) 739 

• Create pathways earlier in the education pipeline to attract new, diverse 740 

educators to the field 741 

 742 

 743 

Funding / CostsWorkgroup Draft 744 

 745 

Equate child care with education and treat it accordingly. Acknowledge and 746 

embrace that child care is as essential and foundational for children, families, and 747 

society as K-12 education is, and build a publicly-financed, universalthe child care 748 

system consistent with that understanding Oregon needs will ultimately require a 749 

publicly financed, universal system (that more closely mirrorsing what exists in K--12 750 

education) that acknowledges child care is as essential/foundational for children, 751 

families, and society.  752 

 753 

Public financing for child care is required to achieve our goal. Landmark Transforming 754 

the Financing of Early Care and Education report from the National Academies of 755 

Sciences, Engineering and Medicine has made this point well-established.  756 

 757 

Update statutory language to more clearly articulate the above acknowledgment, the 758 

goals for of the child care system, and goals for financing it, including: 759 

 760 

• Affordability and accessibility for families 761 

• Sustainability for child care providers 762 

• Culturally relevant, inclusive, and developmentally appropriate care for children 763 

3. Update Oregon’s child care statute to reflect our state goals for financing the 764 

child care system we need, including: 765 

• Expanding eligibility for child care assistance to children: 766 

o uUp to an income level where parents can afford child care 767 

independently,; 768 

o rRegardless of immigration status, ; 769 

o wWith developmental and intellectual disabilities,; and 770 
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o fFor any reason that their parent/caregiver is unable to care for them 771 

(i.e.,  work, school, health or disability, care for an ill family member, 772 

respite care, etc.). 773 

• Ensuringe children are eligible for child care assistance for a minimum of one1 774 

full year to ensure continuity of care for children, parents/caregivers, and 775 

providers. 776 

• Increasinge the rates paid to child care providers to reflect the true cost of 777 

providing developmentally appropriate, culturally relevant, and inclusive child 778 

care, - regardless of locationregion of the state (i.e., statewide rates and- not a 779 

separate rate for rRural areas.) (Pratt, Study C). 780 

• Rates should be aAppropriately differentiateding rates to consider differential 781 

costs and shortage areas, such as: 782 

o Iinfant-toddler care;, 783 

o cCare for children with disabilities and delays;, 784 

o cCulturally and linguistically specific care;, and  785 

o eEvening, weekend, overnight care.  786 

• Ensure that parent co-pays are not a barrier to receiving child care assistance 787 

and that they are below 7% of family income. (Pratt, Study C.) 788 

• Increase the utilization of contracts with child care providers as a strategy to 789 

stabilize child care providers, especially in key shortage areas (i.e. rural, infant-790 

toddler care, culturally specific care), and increase wages and benefits for 791 

providers. (Pratt, Study C) 792 

 793 

Secure adequate funding in the first instance, but ideally, significantly increase public 794 

funding. 795 

 796 

We must both sSpend existing funding well /and secure adequate funding in order to 797 

achieve our goal. The solutions proposed below would ideally be achieved by 798 

increasing public funding for child care. But we can also spend existing investments 799 

more effectively in the immediate future by creating a quality child care assistance 800 

program that works well, even while, at the outset, it may serves only a small fraction of 801 

eligible families. In recent years, Oregon has ended the biennium with a surplus in the 802 

Employment Related Day Care program even while most Oregon families cannot afford 803 

child care. The surplus is due to under-enrollment in the program caused by agency 804 

policy choices that create barriers for parent and provider participation. 805 

 806 

2. Protect current state general investment in ERDC in the 2021-23 budget. 807 

Federal Child Care and Development Block Grant funds (CCDBG funds) require 808 

Oregon to meet atheir Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirement, and a small Ggeneral 809 

Ffund cut to ERDC would bar the state from receiving supplemental CCDBG dollars in a 810 

federal recovery package. It is illegal under the no supplantation clause in our federal 811 

funding to accept federal The federal government prohibits using CCDBG funds to 812 

backfill Ggeneral Ffund cuts to ERDC. Oregon must maintain state funding to ensure 813 

itwe can take advantage of increased federal investments. 814 

 815 
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Oregon won’t be alone in financing the quality early care and education system we 816 

need. Growing sSupport for the federally proposed Child Care for Working 817 

Families Act18 indicates potential for child care financing can be a state-federal 818 

financing partnership, ratherand we do not need to be than relyiangt solely on the state 819 

General Fund dollars. Multiple presidential candidates in the 2020 primary elections had 820 

early care and education plans in their platforms.  821 

 822 

4. Support improved administration of child care subsidy, including: 823 

• Aligning subsidy payments with tuition payments (i.e., pay providers at the 824 

beginning of the month, based on enrollment not attendance.) (Pratt, Study C.) 825 

• Adequately financeing state infrastructure needed to support continuous quality 826 

improvement across provider types and regions, including Aagency 827 

infrastructure, CCR&Rs, and Early Learning Hubs. 828 

• Financinge a state strategy to support shared services approaches as a critical 829 

support for smaller providers to become more financially sturdy. (See 830 

Wisconsin’s RFP for shared services.) 831 

 832 

5. Identify state and federal opportunities to increase public investment in 833 

child care to ensure that: 834 

• Ensure cChild care is accessible to infants-toddlers, preschool age, school age, 835 

and older children significantly impacted by disability.  836 

• Ensure sSolutions to increased child care access take into account the diverse 837 

and unique qualities of each community, including race/ethnicity, language, 838 

geography, income, work and other care needs, and single parenting. (Pratt, 839 

Study B.) 840 

• pPublicly financed child care is safe, healthy, and has support for quality in place.  841 

• Families not currently eligible for child care subsidy can afford care (including 842 

further review of child care tax credits, expansion of direct subsidy, employer 843 

incentives, and other possible approaches). [T(there were differences of opinion 844 

on the topic of child care financing approaches beyond subsidy in small group 845 

discussionour subcommittee because tax credits, even when refundable, only 846 

pay out once a year and therefore can be ineffective in supporting families and 847 

child care providers from balancing their budgets month to month.)] 848 

 849 

Governance Workgroup Draft 850 

 851 

Solutions: 852 

 853 

Solution for Problem #1: New Agency 854 

Consolidate / centralize administration of child care programs. ERDC and Inclusive 855 

Ppartners should be moved to a newly reconfigured Child Care and Early Learning 856 

Agency which will to house and coordinate all child care functions in state government. 857 

Housing all child care functions in one agency allows the state to: (1) c 858 

 859 

 
18 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/1364/text 
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• Coordinate current state and federal funding and make targeted and equitable 860 

investments to better serve those children least likely to afford or find the care 861 

they need;, (2) b 862 

• Braid programs together for families rather than families navigating multiple 863 

programs in different agencies; and, (3) r 864 

• Reduce provider efforts to receive state payments from multiple agencies. The 865 

State of  866 

 867 

Oregon, through Employment Related Day Care (ERDC), is the largest single purchaser 868 

of child care, which affects the financial sustainability of child care providers, subsidy 869 

recipient families and the child care market as a whole. In order for to move the program 870 

and establish a statutory framework that sets the a new agency toup for succeedss, 871 

relevant statutes and rules will need to be updated we need to rewrite the ERDC 872 

statute. A revised ERDC statute shouldto ensure that:a 873 

 874 

• Assistance is available for children when care is needed regardless of the parent 875 

activity;, lower f 876 

• Family co-pays are lowered (which they are now the second highest in the 877 

nation), revised p 878 

• Payment processes are revised to increase provider participation in the subsidy 879 

program;, to provide o 880 

• One year of continuous eligibilitycare is provided;, and serve a 881 

• All income-eligible children are served regardless of documentation status or 882 

changes in parent’s work schedules. 883 

 884 

Consolidate governance in advance to be ready for potential federal and state 885 

investment, in order to derive the greatest benefit for Oregon children and families will 886 

benefit most if we are prepared for potential investment from state and feds.  887 

 888 

1. Bring the financing for childcare into one agency to allow for a more cohesive 889 

spending and regulation strategy to improve child care supply overall and braid funding 890 

streams together to utilize multiple funding streams to serve one child comprehensively. 891 

One administrative agency could: 892 

 893 

• There are a number of steps Oregon can take now to prepare for meaningful 894 

federal, state, and local investments in child care. First, we must ensure that we 895 

have consolidated governance to eEnsure our financing policies and practices 896 

are the most strategic and effective to increase supply for everyone, stabilizes 897 

child care, attends to the diverse needs of parents, and supports child 898 

development;. One agency would ensure Streamline collection and tracking ofwe 899 

have the data and information we needed to track and respond to supply and 900 

demand; 901 

• for child care, and Clarifythe role of administration of multiple programs (i.e., 902 

Preschool Promise, Baby Promise, Oregon PreKindergarten/Head Start, etc.19); 903 
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• in meeting the child care needs of children, families, and business & society. One 904 

agency could iIdentify the cost of care that meets the needs, and allows easier 905 

blending of funding streams.;  906 

• Streamline support for local infrastructure to support child care quality and 907 

access, including Child Care Resource & Referrals20 and Early Learning Hubs;21 908 

and 909 

We need support for local infrastructure to support child care quality and access, 910 

including Child Care Resource & Referrals and Early Learning Hubs.  911 

 912 

Second, the Oregon Legislature can enact an updated statutory framework to more 913 

clearly articulate the goals we hope to achieve in child care, including: 914 

• Affordability and accessibility for families 915 

• Sustainability for child care providers 916 

• Culturally relevant, inclusive, and developmentally appropriate care for children 917 

 918 

• Third, one Agency, empowered with budget and policy authority for child care, 919 

operating under a strengthened statutory framework, can iImprove 920 

implementation of existing funds to strengthen our child care system. 921 

Improvements that can move forward under unified governance includeas 922 

follows: 923 

•o Updated payment policies for providers to ensure payments are timely,  924 

•o Alignment of regulations and requirements across funding streams to 925 

enable blending and braiding of early care and education funding,  926 

•o Updateing reimbursement rates to reflect the actualtrue cost of care,  927 

•o Increased utilization of child care contracts to stabilize and increase child 928 

care supply, 929 

•o Provide for tTrue continuous eligibility for a minimum of 12 months,  930 

•o Further the development of a professional learning system for early care 931 

and education, and  932 

•o Development of child care business support, such as shared services 933 

approaches that increase technology and automation and increase child 934 

care stability.  935 

 936 

Solution for Problem #2: Modernize and centralize the collection and maintenance 937 

of information. A nNew data system and& the capacity for data collection and analysis 938 

is needed.We need to create o One content management software system housed 939 

within the state’s child care agency. As we are rebuilding our child care assistance 940 

program in a new agency, we can build a better data system to collect data on need 941 

versus supply;, to help families find care and allow providers to report openings with 942 

ease. Better data collection will enableallows for more accurate information to be shared 943 

with families, providers, program administrators, and decision makers. We recommend 944 

sStarting with systems needed for the new Child Care Assistance program (currently 945 

ERDC), with better enrollment and payment functions than the current system, and 946 
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ensure we build in data collection is built in pieces needed to equitably serve children, 947 

families and providers. ELD should collect input from stakeholders on the needs from a 948 

new system or a more formal oversight group. The new data system needs to address 949 

eligibility/enrollment, provider payment, quality improvement tracking and data collection 950 

on supply/demand and equitable access to care. 951 

 952 

CONCLUSION 953 

 954 

[Highlight areas of strong agreement including: necessity of quality, accessible child 955 

care to economy now and in the future; need for increased investment; consolidating 956 

governance; streamlining/modernizing information collection and exchange; et al.] 957 

 958 
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REFERENCE MATERIALS 960 

 961 

 962 


